
How To Crip Your Next Fundraiser 

If a nonprofit leader/fundraiser wants to focus on making their next (virtual or 
hybrid) fundraising event more accessible to people with disabilities, what are 1 
or 2 steps they should take to get started? 

The first thing they should do is make 2 access budgets, an expense one and a time 
one. This should be done before any venue or online platform is committed to. 

The second thing is to make your own plan for how you can most realistically get buy-in 
from a good cross-section of your board and staff. This needs its own planning stage 
very early on and it often takes longer than you would expect. But it's crucial. If people 
you count on don't really understand how  integral access is, it's unlikely you can pull it 
off on your own. Everyone involved has to understand that access is a process 
everyone working on the event, or at the event, will take part in. No one is expected to 
be perfect and everyone will make mistakes. It's to be expected.  

How do you recommend groups determine the accessibility needs of their 
audience? 

When it comes to decisions that have to be made in the early planning stages, such as 
venue selection, I'd recommend approaching this with a “more access is better” attitude 
and let go of trying to get this kind of information about your audience. One obvious 
reason is that so many disabilities are invisible. What you're trying to do is be prepared 
to welcome new people about whom you may not know anything at all. 

All that said, I recommend going straight to the source when it comes to individual 
access needs:  individuals. Make sure you include access information on event 
collateral and promotional materials,  and include an individual to contact if someone 
has questions or access concerns, especially on the invitations. When people see 
consistently communicating that access is a priority at your event they will be more 
likely to share information about their own access needs. 

Are there things nonprofits can – and should – do to improve accessibility at their 
events even if they don’t have a big budget or staff? 

What I’m about to say is blunt but I'm offering it as the bluntness of someone who 
believes in your competence and integrity. And as someone who has heard, for 30 
years, the same reasons for why you can’t pay for an ASL interpreter or whatnot. Three 
decades. Generations.  

Accessibility is not an “if.” 
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Explaining why access isn't an “if” is a lot of emotional labor. It's emotional because it's 
personal. Access is personal to me. No access means you don't think I need to be 
there. It says that you think I don't have anything to give.  

The checklists I've given links to below are detailed enough for you to go through and 
identify what seems like the most necessary Types of access for your event.  

Access does not require a big budget or a big staff. It's an ongoing process. It does take 
organization. Creativity helps. Relationships help even more. But the most important 
thing is what I referred to as “buy-in” above. If you're not really convinced access is 
essential, you make the work much harder on yourself.  

Are there things leaders/fundraisers should avoid doing when attempting to make 
their events more accessible? (a common pitfall or perhaps something that could 
be counterproductive, unhelpful, or offensive?) 

Bottom line: How you raise money says a lot about the cause you want to fund. 

Using any fundraising practices that smack of the charity model should be avoided at all 
costs. So if you have any disabled people who will be on stage or otherwise be 
spotlighted make sure they are not being used as props or being talked about in 
dehumanizing terms.  

Think hard about your type of fundraising event: Is it sending a perjorative message 
about living with a disability, being someone with a chronic illness, being older, being 
neurodiverse? Are you using euphemisms for words like “disability”? 

If you're fundraising for disabled people, is your fundraising event geared toward their 
participation? The 3-day breast cancer walks, for example, always struck me as an odd 
choice when I worked at Breast Cancer Action and we were critiquing breast cancer 
fundraising. A strenuous physical event doesn’t seem very accessible to many women 
fighting breast cancer. That’s one reason I was so excited about running a Nap-a-Thon 
to support DREDF - napping seems like a pretty darn accessible way to raise money. 

Of course you want and need collaborators who are knowledgeable about access if you 
are not. Learned helplessness around access is very common and doing the work 
yourself is the way to learn how to do it. It feels like unexpected to pull The  inner  

And about those collaborators: Disabled people’s expertise and time require 
compensation. This goes back to planning and budgeting. 

Finally, if you have disabled people involved in some aspect of your event, don't assume 
they also have the bandwidth to handle access issues. The expectation that we’ll clean 
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up access glitches and gaps on top of the other things we’re involved in translates into 
us “pulling the ableism early shift” - again.  

Would it be possible to provide a rough range for how much nonprofits might 
need to spend to incorporate accessibility into their events, depending on what 
they decide to do? (or perhaps share an example of what a common feature/
element could cost?) 

My Executive Director Susan Henderson taught me to start by allocating at least 1% of 
the total event budget to access expenses. I further strongly recommend that every 
budget in your organization adopt this 1% rule. If your event has a program component 
that will be expensed through a program budget, some of their 1% can be used for the 
fundraising event. This cost-sharing approach will help offset the total burden on your 
event budget. 

The amount that a non-profit might need to spend is so variable it's hard to estimate. A 
cocktail reception with a few remarks is very different from a golf tournament or a dinner 
with a stage program and an auction.  

In general, more planning time opens the door to lower costs and last minute expenses 
will cost you more. 

Do you have any tips for how fundraisers can persuade their nonprofit’s leaders 
to invest in these efforts? 

It's all in the framing. Too often access is mistakenly framed as a nice extra for special 
people who aren’t part of your current audience. It's not. Equity is the frame. Repairing 
the lack of access at your fundraising event is part of being a co-conspirator in anti-
ableism work. 

CripTips for avoiding this problem: 

● Focus on access as an essential component of hospitality. Think of access 
as etiquette. The access at your event tells me if I’m welcome or not. Access 
communicates exactly what your organization really believes about my worth to 
you. 

● Go back to fundraising basics. Two Development 101 principles are that a 
non-profit’s event SHOULD demonstrate it's values and bring people together 
who share them; and a non-profit’s fundraising practices SHOULD NOT conflict 
with the organization's mission or values. So if you don't provide cross-disability 
access, but your mission and values say that you're committed to inclusion, for 
example, then your fundraising practices would be working against the work 
they’re supposed to be supporting. Because I see money as the measure but not 
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the goal of fundraising, I would question whether such an event could be 
considered a success regardless how much money was raised. 

● Be a community organizer not a salesperson. This is your moment to 
demonstrate how we fundraisers are community organizers not ersatz 
salespeople. My job is to organize resources (largely but not entirely material) for 
continuing the work of my organization from people who  can youshare our 
values and want to advance our mission. When we characterize access as 
investment, it suggests a transactional approach to philanthropy. Disabled people 
do not have to provide a certain rate of return in order to justify efforts that make 
our presence possible. 

What else should nonprofits be thinking about as they create plans to improve 
accessibility at their events? 

Access as an equity issue connects to racial equity because BIPOC communities have 
among the highest rates of disabilities. A lack of access could therefore limit other types 
of representation at your events. 

The equity lens also connects disability access to economic equity because affordability 
is an access issue. If you’re requiring attendees to buy a $200 ticket or even $50 one, 
that's going to exclude many disabled people or create a perception that there are tiers 
of attendance, with those who have to request comp tickets feeling lesser. 

Creating an access plan to address affordability - radical hospitality! - is surprisingly 
easy. Don't require people to buy a ticket. A person who wants to come is welcome. 
Focus on sponsorships and make underwriting a certain number of seats for others one 
of the sponsor benefits. This will actually help many corporate sponsors who have 
difficulty filling all of their seats, streamlines the RSVP/registration processes for 
everyone, and eliminate anyone needing to ask for a comped ticket.  

CripTip: Make your new least-expensive sponsorship category ~25% more than your 
old most-expensive ticket. Many previous ticket buyers will upgrade to sponsoring and 
you'll be able to offer them recognition as a benefit. 
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